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Latin squares can be classified as odd or even according to the signs of the 
permutations given by their rows and columns. In this paper, the behaviour of the 
parities of a latin square under the action of the isotopy group (permuting rows, 
columns, and symbols) and the transformation group (interchanging rows, columns, 
and symbols) is analyzed. A rule is given that shows that the behaviour of parities 
under the action of the transformation group is completely determined, and only 
depends on the order n. Also, we give a short proof of the equivalence of the 
conjectures of Alon-Tarsi and Huang-White and present he results of a com- 
puter calculation that show that the number of even and odd latin squares of order 
8 are not equal, thus proving the Alon-Tarsi conjecture for this particular order. 
© 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lat in squares can be classified as odd or even according to the signs of 
the  permutat ions  given by their rows and columns. Interest  in parit ies of 
latin squares arose only recently. The terminology even and odd, appl ied 
to latin squares, was probably coined by Kahn (see [Ka, HKR]),  but the 
idea of consider ing parit ies of latin squares came from Alon and Tarsi. In 
[AT], they show how information about odd and even latin squares can be 
used to attack a longstanding open prob lem of graph theory, the Dinitz 
conjecture. Huang,  Kahn, and Rota [HKR] then establ ished relat ions 
between conjectures on the number  of odd and even latin squares and 
various open problems from the invariant theory of superalgebras.  
For  enumerat ion  purposes,  latin squares of order  n can be classified by 
the action of the isotopy group, isomorphic to ~ X ~n x ~,  and the 
action of the transformat ion group, isomorphic to 2.~ 3. The isotopy group 
acts on a latin square by permut ing rows, columns and symbols, and the 
transformat ion group acts by interchanging rows, columns, and symbols 
(cf. [BR, FY]). In this paper,  the behaviour of the parit ies of a latin square 
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under the action of these groups is analyzed. Most notably, a rule is given 
(Theorem 3.2 and its corollary) that shows that the behaviour of parities 
under the action of the transformation group is completely determined, 
and only depends on the order n. This rule is used to establish a 
relationship between the number of even and row-even latin squares, thus 
yielding a short proof of the equivalence of a conjecture by Alon and Tarsi 
and one by Huang and White, both on parities of latin squares. Finally, 
the theory developed in Sections 2 and 3 was used to determine the 
number of even and odd latin squares of order 8, by a computer calcula- 
tion, thereby establishing the validity of the Alon-Tarsi  conjecture for 
n = 8. For a more detailed discussion of the subject, the reader is referred 
to [Ja]. 
2. LATIN SQUARES 
A latin square of order n on a set ~ of size n is an n × n array of 
elements of S,', with the property that no row or column contains any 
element more than once. The elements of 5~ are called the symbols of the 
latin square. Throughout he following, we assume that the symbol set ~9" 
of a latin square of order n is the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. A reduced latin square 
is a latin square L with the symbols 1, 2 , . . . ,  n in order forming the entries 
of its first row and of its first column, i.e., L1, j = Lj, 1 = j for j = 1 . . . .  , n. 
An isotopy is a triple (a,/3, y) in which a,/3, and y are permutations of 
order n. Isotopies form a group with multiplication (a,/3, y)(a', /3',  y')  = 
(aa',/3/3', yy').  This group acts on a latin square L in the following way: 
12 = (a ,~,  y )L  
means 
L'i, j = y(L~ l(i),~-I(j)). (2-1)  
This says that a gives a permutation of the rows of L, fl gives a permuta- 
tion of the columns of L, and 3' gives a permutation of the symbols of L. 
Two latin squares L, L' are called isotopic if there is an isotopy that sends 
L to L'. It can easily be checked that isotopy is an equivalence relation on 
latin squares. An equivalence class of this relation is called an isotopy 
class. Obviously, an isotopy class consists Of at most 15°n × ~n × San[ = 
(n!) 3 latin squares. 
If L is a latin square, then its transpose, LT, is the latin square obtained 
by interchanging rows and columns, i.e., L~,j = L j, i for i, j" = 1 , . . . ,  n. The 
row-adjugate of a latin square L is the latin square L R formed as follows: 
If  ~rk is the permutation of (1, 2 , . . . ,  n) that forms column k of L, then 
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the k th column of L R is formed by o-k-1. So for all i, k, m, Li. ~ = m is 
R equivalent to Lm, ~ = i. The column-adjugate of L, L c, is formed by taking 
the inverse permutations of the rows. So L<j  = m is equivalent to 
c L C Lk ,  m = j. Note that = ((LT)R) T. 
Transposition and row-adjugation generate a group that is isomorphic to 
~3 and acts on the collection of latin squares. This group is called the 
transformation group and its elements are called transformations. The 
action of the transformation group can be better understood if we look at 
latin squares as a collection of n 2 triples (i, j, k), where L~i = k. Note that 
any two triples associated with a latin square L agree in at most one 
coordinate, and that thus any two coordinates uniquely determine the 
triple. A transformation acts on the set of triples of a latin square L by 
permuting the coordinates. If we call this transformation r, then 
(i I, i2, i3) • (i<~(1 ~, i, ~(2), i~-~(3)) 
for all triples (il, i2, i3) associated with L. 
The semi-direct product of the transformation group with the group of 
isotopies is called the main class group. Its elements are of the form 
(°i, 0-2, °3; r), where (0-1, 0-2, °-3) is an isotopy and r is a transformation. 
An element (o-i, 0-2, °-3; r) acts on a latin square L by first applying the 
isotopy (0-1, 0-2, 0-3) to L, and then r. Formally we can describe the action 
of (0-i, 0-2, °3; r)  on the triples of L as 
(cq, °-2, 0"3; r) 
( i l ,  i2, i3) , r (cr l ( i l )  , 0-2(i2), 0-3(i3)) 
= (0-~-~(I)( i, '(1)), 0-, ~(2)(ir-l(2)), 0-,-'(3)(i~ '(3))) .(2-2) 
It can be verified that if we take r to be the identity, the action on the 
triples as given by (2-2) agrees with the action of the isotopies as indicated 
in relation (2-1). Multiplication on the main class group is defined as 
(0-1, 0-2, 0"3; r ) (p , ,  P2, P3; v) = (0-~(l}PI, 0-v(2)P2,0-v(3)P3; g~'). 
The class formed by letting the main class group act on a latin square L is 
called the main class of L. A main class has cardinality at most 6 (n!) 3. 
DEFINITION. 
3. PARITIES 
The sign function sgn: ~n ~ ( -  1, 1} is defined by 
= f 1 i fTreven sgn(Tr) 
-1  i fTrodd.  
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The row-parity of a latin square L of order n, rowpar (L), is defined as 
rowpar(L) = f i  sgn(~-k), 
k=l  
where ~'k is the permutation of {1, 2 . . . . .  n} given by row k of L. The 
column-parity of L, colpar (L), is 
colpar(L) = f i  sgn(o-k), 
k=l  
where o- k is the permutation of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} given by column k of L. The 
parity of L is 
par (L)  = rowpar(L ) ,  colpar(L).  
A latin square is called even if its parity is equal to 1 and odd if its parity 
is equal to -1 ,  with row-even, row-odd, column-even, and column-odd 
defined analogously. 
The action of the group of isotopies on the parities of a latin square is 
described by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any latin square L and isotopy (a, /3, 7), 
rowpar(( a,/3, 7) L) = (sgn(7))  ~(sgn(/3)) nrowpar(L) ,  
colpar((a,/3, y) L) = (sgn(3')) n(sgn(a))"  colpar(L),  
par((a, /3,  y)L)  = (sgn (a) ) " (sgn (/3))~ par(L) .  
Proof. If ~'k is the permutation given by row k of L, then the 
permutation given by row a(k) of (a,/3, 7)L is y o/3 o 7r k. So 
rowpar((a,/3,  7 )L )  = f i  sgn(7 ° 13o zr~) 
k=l  
n 
= I-I sgn(3,)sgn(/3)sgn(~r~) 
k=l  
= sgn(7) ~ sgn(/3) n rowpar(L) .  
Similarly, 
So 
colpar((a,/3, 7)L)  = sgn(y) ~ sgn(a) n colpar(L).  
par ( (a ,  fl, y )L)  = sgn(y) 2n sgn(a) n sgn(/3) ~ par((a, /3,  y )L )  
= sgn(a)" sgn(/3) ~ par(L) .  I 
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COROLLARY 3.1.1. I f  n is even, then all latin squares in an isotopy class 
haue the same parity. I f  n is odd, half of the latin squares in an isotopy class 
are even and half are odd. 
Part of the action of the group of transformations on the parities is 
given by the following relations, that follow directly from the definitions of 
transpose and adjugate. 
rowpar(L T) = colpar(L), 
colpar(L T) = rowpar(L), 
par (U)  = par(L) .  
Because a permutation is even precisely when its inverse is even, we also 
have 
rowpar( L c) = rowpar(L), 
colpar(L R) = colpar(L). 
Note that once the effect of taking the column-adjugate on the column- 
parity, and thus also the effect of taking the row-adjugate on the row-par- 
ity is known, then the action of the group of transformation  the parities 
of a latin square is totally determined. This "missing rule" will follow as a 
corollary to the next theorem. In order to state the theorem, we need to 
introduce symbol parity. The symbol parity of a latin square L, sympar 
(L) = M~= 1 sgn(pk), where Pk is the permutation given by the kth symbol 
of L, in other words Pk(J) = i precisely if Lij = k. Clearly, the permuta- 
tion given by the kth symbol of L is the permutation given by the kth row 
of L a, so sympar(L) = rowpar(La). 
THEOREM 3.2. For each latin square L of order n, 
rowpar(L) • colpar(L) • sympar(L) --- ( - 1) t"/zj. 
Proof. The following proof is due to Richard Wilson. To determine the 
sign of a permutation ~-, it suffices to count the number of inversions that 
are effected by ~-, i.e., the number of pairs of integers i, j, i < j, such that 
~r(i) > ~-(j). If we denote this number Inv(~'), then sgn(7r) = ( -1 )  Inv(~). 
Now 
rowpar(L) • colpar(L) • sympar(L) 
= I2Isgn(~.) .  f i sgn(z j ) ,  f i sgn(pk)  
i=1  j= l  k=l  
= ( -1 )  " ~ ,nv%~+z~.~ ~nv~o~ Y3,.= 1 Inv(o- ) + ~ j .  '= l
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where o- i is the permutation given by the ith row of L, ~-j is the 
permutation given by the jth column of L, and p~ is the permutation 
given by the k th symbol of L. But 
Inv(o- i) + ~ Inv(~-j) + ~ Inv(pk) 
i= l  j= l  k= l  
= I{( 
i=1 
+/: 
j= l  
j, k , j ' ,  k')[Lij = k, L'ii = k ' , j  <j ' ,  k > k'}[ 
[{(i,k,i',k')lzij = k ,  Zi ,  j = k' , i  < i ' ,k  > k'}[ 
+ ~ I{( i , j , i ' , j ' ) lL i j  = k ,  Zi,  j, : k , J  < j ' , i  > i'}[ 
k=l  
=]{(T,T')[ i  = i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}[ 
+I{(T,T')[i < i' , j  = j ' , k  > k'}l 
+l{(T,Z')li > i ' , j  < j ' , k  = k'}[. 
Here we use (T, T') to mean a pair of triples of L, where T = (i, j, k) and 
T' = (i', j', k'). Now 
I{(Z,Z')li = i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}[ +l{(T,Z')li < i ' , j  = j ' , k  > k'}[ 
+l((Z,T ' ) [ i  > i ' , j  < j ' , k  = k'}[ 
= I{(T, T')Ij <j' ,k > k '} l - I{(Z,T ' ) l i  < i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}l 
- [{(Z,Z ' ) [ i  > i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}[ 
+l{(r,r')li < i ' ,k > k'}] 
-I{(r,T')li < i' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}l 
-I{(Z,T')li < i ' , j  > j ' , k  > k'}[ 
+]{(Z,T')li > i ' , j  <j'}[ 
- [{(T ,T ' ) ] i  > i ' , j  < j ' , k  < k'}[ 
-I{(T,T')Ii > i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}[ 
= 3 n - 2(l{(r, r ' ) l i  < i ', i >j ' ,k  < k'}l 
2 
+[{(T,T') I i  < i ' , j  < j ' , k  > k'}l 
+l{(Z,Z')[ i  < i ' , j  > j ' , k  > k'}l ) 
n )  2 
= 3( 2 - 2C, 
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where C is an integer. So 
rowpar (L )  • co lpar (L )  - sympar (L )  = ( - 1) 3(n/2)2-2C 
= | 
The following corollary gives us the missing rule for the action of the 
group of transformations on the parity of a latin square. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. For any latin square L of order n, 
colpar( L c)  = ( - 1) tn/21 par (L )  
rowpar( L R) = ( - 1) in/2] par (L ) .  
Proof. 
rowpar( L R) = sympar(L )  
= ( - 1) tn/21 rowpar (L )co lpar (L )  
= ( - 1) in/2] par (L ) .  
The second relation follows. | 
From Theorem 3.2 and its corollary we can conclude that for each n 
there are two kinds of main classes. We distinguish between the cases 
when n - 0 and n -- 2 (mod 4). For n - 0 (mod 4), one kind of main class 
consists of latin squares that are all row-even and column-even, and hence 
even. The other kind consists of one third that are row-even and column 
even, one third that are row-odd and column-even, and one third that are 
row-odd and column-odd. Hence two thirds of the latin squares in such a 
main class are odd, one third are even. For n - 2 (mod 4), we have an 
analogous ituation, the only difference with the previous case being that 
the roles of odd and even are interchanged. 
4. SOME CONJECTURES ON PARITIES 
In this section some conjectures on the parities of latin squares are 
analyzed, using the tools developed in the preceeding sections. The 
following two conjectures are discussed and proved to be equivalent in 
[HKR]. The conjecture of Alon and Tarsi was inspired by its significance 
for the Dinitz conjecture, see [AT], and the one of Huang and White by a 
conjecture of Rota similar to the Dinitz conjecture, but involving basis. 
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Conjecture ((Alon-Tarsi). Let n be even, then the number of even 
latin squares of order n is not equal to the number of odd latin squares of 
order n. 
Conjecture (Huang-White).  Let n be even, then the number of row- 
even latin squares of order n is not equal to the number of row-odd latin 
squares of order n. 
Note that for n odd, the number of row-even and row-odd, and also the 
number of even and odd latin squares are equal. 
The Huang-White conjecture is equivalent o the statement that the 
number of column-even latin squares of order n is not equal to the 
number of column-odd latin squares of order n, for n even. This is 
because the transpose gives a bijection between the column-even and the 
row-even latin squares of order n. 
The proof given in [HKR] of the equivalence of the Huang-White and 
Alon-Tars i  conjectures is indirect, and involves another conjecture about 
bracket algebras. Precisely, it is proven in this paper that the difference 
between the number of even and odd latin squares of order n is plus or 
minus the difference between the number of row-even and row-odd latin 
squares of order n. From Theorem 3.2 this equivalence follows immedi- 
ately, and we obtain the  stronger result that the number of even latin 
squares is equal to the number of row-even (or row-odd, depending on the 
order of n modulo 4) latin squares. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For n =- 0 (rood 4), the number of row-even latin 
squares is equal to the number of even latin squares of order n, and for n - 2 
(mod 4), the number of  row-even latin squares is equal to the number of odd 
latin squares of order n. 
Proof Because rowpar(L R) = ( -1 )  Ln/zl par(L), taking the row- 
adjugate gives a bijection between the even and the row-even latin squares 
of order n, if n - 0 (mod 4) or between the even and the row-odd latin 
squares of order n, if n - 2 (mod 4). | 
In Table I the number of even and odd reduced latin squares of order 2, 
4, 6, and 8 are given. The numbers show that the Alon-Tarsi  conjecture 
holds for n < 8, and hence, by a remark in [AT], that the Dinitz conjec- 
ture holds for n even and at most 8. In [AT], Alon and Tarsi mention that 
the truth of their conjecture was established by computer for n < 6. For 
n = 8, the truth of the conjecture was previously unknown. 
The numbers for n = 2, 4, and 6 in Table I were obtained by hand 
calculation. For n = 6 we made use of the information displayed in [FY], 
and of the theory developed in the previous sections. For n = 8, we 
obtained the numbers by a computer calculation, again using the theory 
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TABLE I 
Number of Even and Odd Reduced Latin Squares 
n= 2 4 6 8 
Even 1 4 5,856 270, 746, 124, 288 
Odd 0 0 3,552 264, 535, 277, 568 
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developed in the previous ections. This calculation made use of a list of 
representatives of each main class of latin squares of order 8, which was 
generated in 1986 by Kolesova and Lam (cf. [KLT, Ko]). It also relied 
heavily on the ISOM package, a combinatorial package developed by Lam 
and Thiel of Concordia University in Montreal that is designed to gener- 
ate the automorphism groups of many different kinds of combinatorial 
structures. 
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